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Galileo Galilei was a philosopher, astronomer and 
mathematician in XVII Century.
He was born in Pisa in 1564  and died in  Arcetri, a village 
near Florence, in 1642 when he was 78.

Galileo’s portrait: Sustermans (Uffizi)
This is the most known portrait of Galileo: 
painted by Justus Sustermans. Nowadays the 
portrait is kept in «Galleria degli Uffizi» in 
Florence.

https://www.virtualuffizi.com/portrait-of-galileo.html


…anyway there are many portraits of 
Galileo, during his life…

Domenico Passignano, Portrait of
Galileo Galilei
1624, Oil painting, Hannu and Nadia 
Kaukoniemi Collection, Helsinki / 
Franca Principe

Domenico Tintoretto,Portrait of Galileo 
Galilei
1605 – 1606, Oil painting, cm 66 x 53.5, 
Greenwich, National Maritime Museum, Inv. 
BHC2699

Charles Mellin, Portrait of Galileo 
Galilei
1639, Oil painting cm 74 x 60, 
Rome, Private collection (Barberini)

Galileo’s aspect virtual recreation

http://brunelleschi.imss.fi.it/itinerari/galleria/GalleriaImmaginiGalileoGalilei_34407.html
http://collections.rmg.co.uk/collections/objects/14173.html
http://brunelleschi.imss.fi.it/itinerari/galleria/GalleriaImmaginiGalileoGalilei_34406.html
http://portalegalileo.museogalileo.it/igjr.asp?c=36291


This picture, in Italy, was printed on the 2,000 
lire note before the introduction of EURO.



Galileo was also a great writer. We have several works about his theories, written
in Latin or in vernacular (old Italian language). 
In literature he could be considered the Promoter of italian scientific prose.



He was non only the initiator of the modern science, but, thanks to his
discoveries, he produced a real scientific revolution.

He was the first scientist introducing the vertical use of a telescope to 
investigate the sky.

Galileo Galilei introduce to Venetian Senate the telescope during a meeting on San Marco bel tower in Venice. 
Fresco by Luigi Sabatelli, 1840 (Museo di Storia Naturale di Firenze - Sezione di Zoologia "La Specola" - Tribuna 
di Galileo

http://brunelleschi.imss.fi.it/itinerari/immagine/img34468.html


In Pisa he had his first studies on the theory 
of gravitational acceleration

Galileo’s opinion was that
every object, heavy or 
lightweight, arrives on the 
ground at the same time, 
and little difference were
possible because of 
external influence (for 
instance, friction force).



The theory of gravitational 
acceleration

In accordance with an 
ancient legend, Galileo 
threw from the Leaning
Tower of Pisa two spheres, a 
wooden one and an iron
one. The two balls arrived on 
the ground approximately at
the same time  and with this
experiment he convinced
incredulous people.

In the presence of Granduca, Galileo make the experiment of failing object from Pisa 
Tower. Tempera su muro di Luigi Catani, 1816 (Firenze, Palazzo Pitti, Quartiere Borbonico o 
Nuovo Palatino, sala 15)

http://brunelleschi.imss.fi.it/itinerari/galleria/GalleriaImmaginiGalileoGalilei_34435.html


The theory of gravitational acceleration and the inclined plane

Galileo Galilei Museum – Gravitational
accelleration: video

Galileo made the inclined plane experiment in 1604.
By this experiment Galileo proved that a free failing object moves itself
with uniformly accelerated linear motion. Galileo used this experiment
to explain the theory of gravitational acceleration.

http://catalogue.museogalileo.it/multimedia/LawFreefallingBodies.html?_ga=2.99223838.1663242056.1494933322-1944493379.1494925025


Galileo's Museum in Florence: Inclined plane

http://catalogue.museogalileo.it/object/InclinedPlane.html?_ga=2.245759364.1430938991.1494925025-1944493379.1494925025


The inclined plane

Galileo Galilei Museum: Inclined plane - video

http://catalogo.museogalileo.it/multimedia/PianoInclinato.html


In 1971, the astronaut David Scott of Apollo 15 made
the experiment of gravitational acceleration on the
moon to demonstrate Galileo’s theory.

Feather & Hammer Drop on Moon 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5C5_dOEyAfk


In Pisa Galileo made his first observations about pendulum
movement

According to the legend, Galileo, when was
nineteen, observed oscillations of a chandelier in 
Pisa Cathedral and comparing his heartbeat with 
oscillations’ duration he understood the time of 
swinging was tha same, despite of the width. 

Galileo observs a lamp in Pisa Cathedral
Fresco by Luigi Sabatelli, Tribuna di Galileo, Florence.

http://brunelleschi.imss.fi.it/itinerari/immagine/img4742.html
http://brunelleschi.imss.fi.it/itinerari/immagine/img4742.html


Galileo’s Instruments

To cope with the economic 
needs, Galileo made every 
effort: gave lectures to 
students which he hosted in 
his home, manufactured 
instruments, cast horoscopes 
on commission, dealt with the 
irrigation of fields and 
fortifications.

Thermoscope

Compass

Microscope

http://catalogo.museogalileo.it/sezione/StrumentiGalileo.html


Astronomy While in Padua Galileo worked in a
stimulating and open-minded
environment which guaranteed freedom
of expression.

Galileo supported the Copernican vision of
the Universe and he searched for new
evidence in support of the theory.

Copernico (1473-1543)

Nicolaus Copernicus portrait

https://proxy.europeana.eu/2020801/dmglib_handler_image_36209023?view=http://www.dmg-lib.org/dmglib/main/imagesViewer_content.jsp?id%3D36209023%26skipSearchBar%3D1


Ptolemaic and copernican system

The astronomer Ptolemy, follower of the 
theories
of Aristotle, believed that the Earth was 
motionless at the center of the Universe 
with all the planets rotating around it.

In the 16th century Copernicus claimed that 
the Earth revolved around the Sun and in 1609 
the German astronomer Kepler confirmed the 
Copernican theory.
The new theories contradicted the undisputed 
authority of Aristotle and the Church.



The Church position 

The church strongly stood for 
the Ptolemaic theory:  in a 
passage of the Bible it was told 
that Joshua had ordered the 
Sun to stop, meaning that it is 
the Sun that moves!

Nicolò Malinconico, 1693, Joshua Halting the Sun

http://pinacotecabrera.org/en/collezione-online/opere/giosue-ferma-il-sole/


The telescope

Galileo heard that a Dutch
optician invented a new lens
capable of enlarging the
objects. Probably around 1609
he received a specimen. He
brought improvements to the
lens and constructed the first
telescope.



Thanks to the telescope Galileo saw:
…that the Moon had 
mountains and valleys 
similar to those on the 
Earth

…reflect all together!

Sidereus Nuncius, Venice, 1610 - Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale 
Centrale, Post. 110, pp. 8-9

http://brunelleschi.imss.fi.it/galileopalazzostrozzi/object/GalileoGalileiSidereusNuncius.html


• …that on Venus , like on Earth, the Sun was rising and setting

• …that Jupiter had four satellites
which he named "Medicean
Stars" in honour of the Grand
Duke of Tuscany Cosimo II

• …that the Milky Way was 
made up of innumerable stars



The «Sidereus Nuncius» (1610)

• In 1610 Galileo produced his first 
mastepiece the  «Sidereus
Nuncius» in which he described 
some of his discoveries. 

• The book was written in Latin 
and was directed to the scientific 
community.



The «Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief 
World Systems» (1632)

In 1632 he wrote in 
Italian the "Dialogue 
Concerning the Two 
Chief World Systems" 
where he took his 
position by supporting 
the Copernican system.



Adoption of the Italian language

After the «Sidereus» all his works will be written in Italian language

WHY?

Galileo wants to reach a broader public as possible, and not only the intellectuals able 
to understand latin. 

His writing style:

Is crystal, clear, efficient, leaving no space for misunderstandings: he focuses on 
syntactic fluency and looks for a precise terminology. 

He uses a specialized language but, at the same time, easily understandable.

Galileo's stylistic traits were crucially important to the nascent field of scientific writing 
in the 17th century and, more generally, to the development of the Italian language 
itself.



The trial

• Galileo ended up clashing 
with the Catholic Church.

• Galileo lived during the 
period of the Counter-
Reformation. In 1632 his 
court trial by the Tribunal 
Inquisition started. 

Galileo Galilei before the Holy Office. Oil on canvas by Joseph Nicolas Robert-Fleury, 1847 (Musée du Louvre, 
Paris).

http://brunelleschi.imss.fi.it/itineraries/gallery/TheTrial_34563.html


• Galileo was deeply Christian 
and he did not want to get in 
conflict with the Church.

• He only believed that science 
and faith ought to be two 
separate realms and, above all, 
that not all of the Bible's 
affirmations should be taken 
literally, since the Bible is a 
religious text and it cannot 
explain any scientific theory.

Cristiano Banti (1824-1904) - Galileo before the Inquisition, 1857 - Carpi (MO), Private collection

http://brunelleschi.imss.fi.it/galileopalazzostrozzi/object/CristianoBantiGalileoBeforeTheInquisition.html


The abjuration

Galileo's trial

http://catalogue.museogalileo.it/multimedia/GalileosTrial.html?_ga=2.252401418.2091585821.1494935176-1944493379.1494925025


The scientific method is the true revolution!

• The heart of the scientific revolution is not so much
in the discoveries of Galileo but in the new method
with which he studied nature.

• According to Galileo, the scientist must not only
observe but also investigate nature, with experience
(practice) and reasoning (theory).

• Therefore practice and theory are both important

• Every law of nature must be studied starting from
direct observation of phenomena and verified with
appropriate experiments

• Such experiments must be reproducible, in other
words, they must be repeated at a different time and
in a different place, getting the same results

• Only when the repeated results of an experiment
confirm the hypotheses these become scientific law


